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News from the SU Community

Photography and Literacy Project »

Giving Voice to City School Students
On a fall day at Fowler High School on the
city’s Near Westside, Stephen Mahan projects images
onto a classroom screen. He discusses photographic techniques and composition: foreground, background, point
of view, silhouetting. “Use the frame of the photograph to
make a statement about what you want to say without saying it explicitly,” says Mahan, director of the Photography
and Literacy Project, an SU-based community initiative
that seeks to foster creativity and learning in Syracuse city
school students. As he flashes images of local homes, the
students guess at the streets and neighborhoods of the
houses and point out details: a sagging porch, a bed sheet
covering a window, a TV satellite dish. “It’s the details that
make things interesting,” Mahan says. “Here’s what I want
you to think about when you’re taking photographs—add
several together and it sets up a story.”
The students in Adam Lutwin’s 11th-grade English class
are reading A Streetcar Named Desire and focusing on detailing their daily surroundings—in their photographs and
writings. When Lutwin asks if anyone wants to share from
their journal, Demetria Smith volunteers. She reads about
noisy children and barking dogs in her neighborhood and
looking forward to it quieting down with fall’s arrival. “No
more feeling annoyed from unnecessary noises,” she says.
Lutwin sees the opportunity to link classroom instruction
with the students documenting observations and thoughts
about their everyday lives as a way to help them grow as
individuals. “The program draws kids into the true beauty
of self-expression, the most important expression of them
all,” he says. “You cannot attach a test score to a student
who tries something new and finds a voice that previously
remained silent.”
Helping students discover that voice through writing and
imagery is Mahan’s mission. With digital cameras, journals, and a fierce sense of commitment to the students,
he is poised to help them learn storytelling techniques and
media skills that trigger critical thinking and self-expression, building self-esteem as they explore their outside
worlds and inner selves. The front line of urban education
is familiar territory for Mahan, who has been involved for
the past five years with this University initiative. Launched
in 2005 as the Literacy, Community, and Photography Program through the College of Visual and Performing Arts
(VPA) in collaboration with several other campus partners
and the Syracuse City School District, the program places
SU faculty and student mentors in city schools to guide
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students in photography and creative writing assignments.
This summer, the program emerged as the Photography
and Literacy (PAL) Project under the auspices of SU’s Coalition of Museum and Art Centers, with the goal of further
extending its reach into the community. The project, now
headquartered in the SU Warehouse in downtown Syracuse, has its own computer lab classroom, meeting room,
and office, as well as a gallery to highlight project works.
Throughout the summer, Mahan worked at the Warehouse with schoolchildren from the Westside Family
Resource Center of P.E.A.C.E. Inc., a community-based
organization. He introduced them to photography, had
them write about their pictures, and familiarized them with
computers. “Circle the photos you like best,” he tells them,
passing out photo contact sheets of images they’ve taken
of their families and neighborhoods. “Then we’re going
to sit down at the computers and show you what you
can do with the photos, and
you’re going to write about
what’s important to you.”
This fall, Mahan continued working with the center’s children through a PAL
afterschool program for elementary and middle school
students, while maintaining
ongoing programs at Fowler
High and Ed Smith Elementary School. Complementary to the project, Mahan
teaches the VPA course Literacy, Community, and Media, which gives SU students
hands-on experience as PAL
mentors. “The pictures help start the conversation,” says
Anna Stulb ’12, a communications design major.
When discussing PAL and his work with city school students, Mahan regularly turns to his mantra, a quote from
British educator and author Sir Ken Robinson: “There are
too many brilliant kids in the schools who think they’re
not.” Mahan recognizes these students, he says, because
he sees himself in them. He was hyperactive, constantly
in trouble, and had difficulty paying attention and reading.
Eventually, a passion for photography led him to an M.F.A.
Classroom photos by John Dowling
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To view a video of the PAL Project,
log on to sumagazine.syr.edu.

Fowler High School English teacher Adam Lutwin (facing page) reviews photo contact sheets in his class. Stephen Mahan (above, right),
director of SU’s Photography and Literacy Project, discusses a photo with a Fowler student. Mahan and SU student mentors work with the
Fowler students to help them create images that often combine photographs with poetry, such as the one above by Wilquan Burke.

degree from the University at Buffalo, where he taught
photography in a program for inner-city kids. The combination clicked. “I know a lot of these kids have the same
difficulties I did,” he says. “If I can make one kid or any
number of them feel they’re capable, intelligent, creative,
and have something substantial to add to the conversation in class, then that’s rewarding to me.”
At Fowler High School, that challenge is regularly put to
the test. Many of its students come from the city’s poorest neighborhoods. Like many urban schools nationwide,
Fowler is underfunded, overcrowded, and faces scrutiny for standardized testing performances. Look beyond
that, though, and you see a global village: students from
Bhutan, Nepal, Sudan, Liberia, Vietnam, Puerto Rico, the
Dominican Republic, Iran, and elsewhere. At last count,
21 languages were spoken in Fowler’s halls. “This is a tremendous clash of cultures,” Lutwin says, “and our program gives students the ability to not only be comfortable
sharing their deepest thoughts, but to appreciate others
as well.”
Hari Ghimire, a Nepalese student, shares the story of
his family’s struggles in his native Bhutan and how the
family’s life has changed since immigrating to the United
States. The children are attending school and learning
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English, and his father is happily working. Some of the students are shy about reading their writings, so the mentors
help out. Meng Shui ’11, a communications design major
from Chengdu, China, finds working in an American high
school challenging and interesting. “What I learned from
television is very different from what I see here,” she says.
Now in their third year of working together, Mahan
and Lutwin have encountered their share of stark, honest writing that reflects the all-too-real lives of the students. One wrote about his father’s suicide, others about
domestic abuse, street violence, teenage parenting, and
homelessness. “Most of these kids do not have an outlet
for their emotions and this causes turmoil,” Lutwin says.
“They grow to imagine that their views and feelings are
simply not important. On the contrary, these kids, when
given the opportunity, have the ability to dazzle readers
and viewers with their rawness and uncommon maturity.”
Mahan and Lutwin measure the program’s success in
helping the students realize the value of their words and
imagery—that they have something to say. It is a way for
them to discover they are important. “When the pictures
are all laid out on the table, it is impossible to tell which
kid has difficulties,” Mahan says, “and that is what motivates me.”
—Jay Cox
Fall/Winter 2010
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»

exhibition »

Community Curators
explore art collection
Ivan Mestrovic
Magdalane Under the Cross,
1926 bronze
41 x 24.5 x 8 inches

bookstore.syr.edu
50/50 cotton-blend ‘CUSE hoodie.
Appliquéd. Champion. S-XL. $39.99; XXL. $42.99.
Ladies 50/50 fitted vintage Syracuse sublimation burnout T-shirt.
Printed. Step Ahead. S-XL. $32.99.
100% cotton I Bleed Orange T-shirt. S-XL. $12.99; XXL. $14.99.
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The artistic visions of
four Syracuse personalities
came together at SUArt
Galleries this fall in the
exhibition, Four X Four:
Community Curators and
the Syracuse University Art
Collection. The four alumni,
all with deep connections
to the local arts community,
explored the collection to
curate their own distinct
exhibitions:
» Arts journalist Nancy
Keefe Rhodes ’73, G’89,
G’06 created Hand in Hand:
Artist and Public in Depression
Era America, which featured
works from the public art
programs from the 1930s.
» Former Orange lacrosse
coach and renowned artist
Roy Simmons Jr. ’59 paid
homage to acclaimed 20thcentury sculptor and SU
professor Ivan Mestrovic in
In The Shadow of a Genius.
Simmons selected drawings,

woodcarvings, bronze
castings, and carving
stones to illustrate
Mestrovic’s creative
process.
» Abstract painter
Jack White ’88, who cofounded the Community
Folk Art Center in 1972,
turned to boxing and
wrestling for In The
Ring and On The Mat:
Observations on Hand-toHand Combat, drawing
on the longstanding
legacy of artists’
fascination with the
combatant sports.
» Community Folk
Art Center executive
director and African
American studies professor
Kheli R. Willetts ’92, G’94,
G’02 explored seven vices and
seven virtues in Seven & Seven,
drawing parallels between
ethnographic art and pieces
labeled “fine art” and pairing
objects together to create
visual discourses.
As part of Orange Central
weekend, SUArt Galleries
welcomed alumni to the
exhibition and hosted a
reception and discussion
with the curators. “It was
great seeing alumni come
back to campus and enjoying
the University’s galleries,”
says Domenic Iacono,
director of SUArt Galleries.
“Roy, Nancy, Jack, and Kheli’s
exhibitions, along with our
new permanent collection
galleries, allowed students,
past and present, to get a
good view of what we have
to offer.”
—Jay Cox
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University Treasures

Cartoon Cache
For more than a century, newspaper
cartoons have cracked wise about our cultural obsessions and daily absurdities, skewered politicians, lured
us into soap-opera drama, and delivered death-defying
adventures. At the SU Library’s Special Collections Research Center (SCRC), there’s no shortage of chuckles,
epic drama, and high adventure in the cartoon collection, one of the nation’s largest comic and cartoon art
holdings. The collection features original works, proofs,
sketches, and other materials from more than 150 artists, ranging from Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonists to syndicated comic-strip specialists who gave
us the likes of Prince Valiant, Beetle Bailey, Mutt and Jeff
(widely considered the first daily comic strip), and Yellow Kid, the country’s first wildly popular comic-strip
character. “There are so many good ones,” says Susan
Kline, cartoon archivist at SCRC. “Our biggest strength
is material from the 1950s and ’60s.”
As part of the Orange Central celebration this fall,
illustration professor John Thompson drew from the
SCRC collection to curate The Original Art of the Funny
Papers, an exhibition at XL Projects, a downtown gallery operated by the College of Visual and Performing
Arts (VPA). With Kline’s guidance, Thompson combed
through boxes and boxes of funnies and related materials, searching for selections for the exhibition. “It’s an
incredible collection,” Thompson says. “I enjoyed looking at the originals and loved seeing comments by them
or their editors, words pasted in, or whited out. I wasn’t
familiar with some of the work, but it jumped out at me
because these guys can draw.”
The show featured 32 pieces from the SCRC collection, plus more than 20 originals from alumni cartoonists
Brad Anderson ’51 (Marmaduke), Greg Walker ’72 (Beetle
Bailey), and Robb Armstrong ’85 (Jump Start). As a way
to complement the exhibition and tie the historic to the
contemporary, Thompson brought the three together
on campus, along with Bill Janocha ’81, who works with
the Walker family on Beetle Bailey and other projects,
for “The Syndicated Cartoonists,” a discussion led by

Joe Glisson G’84, a Syracuse-based cartoonist and VPA
faculty member. They talked about their time at SU and
its influence on their careers, developing their skills, the
importance of overcoming rejection, and the value of a
solid punch line. “Eventually,” Anderson said, “the characters begin to take over their own personalities.”
For SCRC, sharing the laughs is one objective of a 2008
grant it received from the National Historical Publications
and Records Commission, an affiliate of the National Archives and Records Administration. The grant recognized
the SU holdings as one of the “truly great collections of
cartoon art,” according to SCRC director Sean Quimby,
and supported Kline in processing, cataloging, and preserving the material, enhancing the collection’s accessibility to scholars and the public. Comics, after all, captured many of us as young readers and haven’t let go.
“Long before I decided to be an artist, I was reading the
comics,” Thompson says. “And to now see the original
drawings, wow, it’s like going to the museum.” —Jay Cox

Mort Walker cartoon: © 1950, King Features Syndicate Inc., world rights reserved. Yellow Kid image courtesy of SU Special Collections Research Center
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Q&A

»

A Dean’s Perspective
for the Board of Trustees
The Syracuse University Board of Trustees is
among the most open governing bodies in U.S. higher education. In its efforts to keep in close touch with the campus
through dialogues with members of the University community, the board welcomes faculty, undergraduate, and graduate-student representatives to its meetings. Earlier this year,
a fourth constituency was invited to send an observer: the
deans of SU’s schools and colleges. Dean Douglas P. Biklen
G’73 of the School of Education accepted the new role and
attended his first board meeting last May. He spoke about his
experience with Syracuse University Magazine associate editor
David Marc.

Douglas P. Biklen
You’ve been part of the SU community for quite
some time, so you must have attended your first meeting
with some preconceptions. What is it actually like in
there?
I came here as a grad student in 1969, so I’ve seen different
transformational moments in the life of the University. Over
the years, I’ve learned just how important the board is in
determining the character of those changes. As a dean, I
know that the schools and colleges depend on their alumni
trustees to help carry their messages through. Like many
of the deans, I’ve been to board meetings before to make
presentations or as a member of special committees made
up of trustees, students, and faculty members. At the
meetings, the trustees discuss the University’s finances, but
they also talk about how we can attract the best faculty and
how we can increase our standing as a university. They’re
concerned with every aspect of University life. They have to
approve anything that has a financial component, and that
includes everything from decisions about construction to
signing off on tenure for faculty.
What can be gained from having the deans represented at
board meetings?
The Chancellor and John Chapple [’75], the board chair,
both believe board members need to be well-informed
about what is happening on campus—what people are
working on and what they need to do their work. They want
the board to get the pulse of the campus from a variety of
sources. One way of doing this is to give the trustees more
direct access to people. I know, from a dean’s point of view,
we would like to have our perspectives heard in as many
places as possible where decisions are made. By having
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a representative to the board, we can speak directly to
the trustees on issues of vision. That’s important, because
priorities and projects often flow from a vision of what the
University should be.
Can you illustrate how that works?
I was asked about Scholarship in Action: What does it
mean? I told them that people—faculty and students—
want to do something that makes a difference. In my field,
education, it may mean creating more inclusive schools, or
new educational opportunities, such as a preschool literacy
program or a poetry project for adolescents. In exercise
science, it could be a project about how the body builds and
maintains muscle through the aging process. In essence, it
involves the researcher saying, “I want to work on important
questions in ways that affect the lives of people. I want that
to be a byproduct of the best quality teaching and learning.”
Anyway, we talked about this kind of thinking. My guess is
the trustees want to know more than just the phrases. They
want to know what’s behind the phrases. For one thing, it
gets them excited as contributors to the University, and
for another, it prepares them to speak about the University
out in the world—and that’s an important job for trustees
because they would like to see Syracuse viewed as a toptier institution in every discipline—and in every sense.
How do you report to the other deans?
Although it’s informal, we get together regularly for lunches
and I’ll report there. But that’s not an issue of concern. The
deans are in contact with each other by e-mail all the time.

5
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Loan education specialist Rebecca Rose leads a financial literacy seminar.

Financial Literacy »

‘I Otto Know This!’ Program
	Takes Mystery out of Loan Process
By his sophomore year, School of Information
Studies student Patrick Ebo ’11 had borrowed nearly $20,000 in
direct consumer loans that carry higher interest rates than student loans distributed through the University. With two jobs and
a full schedule of classes, Ebo says he was on the verge of leaving
school to reduce the amount of debt he’d incur. Fortunately, during the second semester of his sophomore year, Ebo was accepted
into SU’s Money Awareness Program (MAP), which exchanges
the private loan obligations of financially struggling students for
grant funds. “I credit the program with giving me the chance to be
here my last two years,” he says.
When Youlonda Copeland-Morgan, associate vice president for
enrollment management in the Office of Financial Aid and Scholarship Programs, saw the increasing number of students working and over-borrowing just to stay in school, she led the effort
to reach out to those whose debt profile could be troublesome in
the short and long runs. An outgrowth of Syracuse Responds—a
midyear fund-raising effort to assist students who were in danger
of withdrawing from the University at the height of the financial
crisis in fall 2008—MAP was launched in spring 2009, marking
the start of a new wave of financial literacy at SU. “As we saw
the global financial crisis unfolding before our eyes, we knew we
needed to take action to help students and families that were likely to feel the impact most,” Chancellor Nancy Cantor says. “Syracuse Responds was designed to provide short-term, immediate
support, but we knew we could do more for the longer term by
helping students build financial skills. Youlonda, with her experience as a national leader in financial aid policy, was exactly the
right person to spearhead our efforts.”
That semester MAP provided grant assistance to 50 students
who had borrowed excessive amounts in loans. In return, the students were required to attend a financial literacy seminar every
semester. “Last year, we went up to 131 students,” says loan eduPhoto by Steve Sartori
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cation specialist Rebecca Rose. “The need has been very great to
help these students out. And the response has been very positive.”
In April, the office launched a new program, “I Otto Know
This!”—a more comprehensive version of MAP designed to make
students and their parents more financially savvy. The program
consists of grants, including the MAP funding, and financial seminars that educate students on loan management and other financial concerns they may have. The financial aid office also sends
out monthly e-newsletters with advice columns on different subjects. In September, for instance, Rose wrote a column about the
difference between using bank ATM cards as debit or credit. In
addition, SU has adopted a new software program to teach students how to manage loans and credit scores during and after
college. “When students have overwhelming debt burdens, they
worry,” Copeland-Morgan says. “Students who have excessive
debt burdens are also working a lot.”
The financial aid office would love to give grants to every student, but it’s just not financially possible, Copeland-Morgan says.
So, SU partnered with USA Funds, a nonprofit organization that
promotes financial literacy, to implement Life Skills, a software
program every SU student can use. Life Skills offers a buffet-style
lesson plan in areas of budgeting, credit scores, and loan management. While students are not required to participate, CopelandMorgan says the office is promoting the program every way it
can. “We’re trying to reach all of our students—young and old,
graduates and undergraduates—to say, ‘You need to think about
finances,’” she says.
The financial literacy program kept Ebo—and many other students—on the path to graduation. “Usually when you enter school
as a freshman, you’ve taken all these loans, but you’re not very
educated on where the money comes from,” Ebo says. “Now, I can
definitely say I’ve learned how to handle my finances from being
in the program.”
—Sierra Jiminez
Fall/Winter 2010
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RESEARCHSNAPSHOTs
»

A focus on research at Syracuse University

Project: Mine-Related
Water Contamination and Rural
Livelihoods in the Bolivian Andes

Investigator:
Tom Perreault

Department: Geography
Sponsor: Fulbright Hays
Faculty Research Abroad
Fellowship, U.S. Department of
Education

Amount Awarded:
$55,722 (2010-11)

Background: For
more than a century, acidic
drainage from hundreds of
mining operations has severely
impacted the water quality and
quantity in the lakes and rivers
of the Altiplano (high plain)
region in the Bolivian Andes.
The scale and nature of minerelated water pollution in the
region—particularly in the Lake
Poopó watershed, the geographic
focus of this study—have been
well documented. Considerably
less is known, however, about
the everyday impacts of water
pollution for the Quechuaspeaking indigenous campesino
(farming) peoples who make
up a majority of the region’s
population, and their ability to
influence the processes and
structures that govern water
pollution. This project examines
the relationship among water,
mining, rural livelihoods, and
environmental governance in
the region, with a particular
focus on how mine-related
water contamination influences
campesino communities located
downstream from major mine

»

sites. Moreover, the project
explores how these people
experience the institutional
arrangements of environmental
governance on a daily basis, and
the degree to which they are
able to shape those institutions
through political engagement
and/or popular mobilization.

Impact: Perreault has
established strong collaborative
relationships in Bolivia and
developed the project in close
consultation with CEPA, a Bolivian
nongovernmental organization,
and CORIDUP, a grassroots
network of 80 indigenous
campesino communities affected
by mine contamination. During
field research, he will work closely
with these organizations and
share all results with them. An
undergraduate research assistant
(URA) from SU will receive
intensive training in geographic
information system and statistical
analysis, literature review, and
field methods, allowing the URA
to assist with aspects of field
research in Bolivia, as well as
literature review, data analysis,
and writing. The research results
will be disseminated through
peer-reviewed journals and the
publication of a monograph
authored by Perreault. Results
will also be published in Bolivia
(in Spanish) as book chapters
and/or journal articles, as well
as in booklets, newsletters, and
web site posts, in coordination
with CEPA. Research results will
also be presented at workshops
in participating campesino
communities, and are expected to
aid communities in their efforts
to promote the remediation of
degraded lands and waters.

An environmental justice activist (top photo) collects a
sample of water contaminated by a minerals processing
plant in Japo, a mining center in the Bolivian Andes.
Morococala (bottom), another mining center in the Bolivian
Andes, is still in operation, despite outdated equipment and
dangerous working conditions.
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»
Project: Peopled Places:
Neighborhoods, Shops, and Shrines
in a North Indian Market Town
Investigator: Ann Grodzins Gold
Departments: Religion and
Anthropology

Sponsor: Fulbright-Hays Faculty
Research Abroad Fellowship, U.S.
Department of Education

Amount Awarded:
$135,836 (2010-11)

Photos courtesy of Ann Grodzins Gold

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol27/iss3/4

Background: The project

Impact: Through ethnographic

investigates non-rural, non-metropolitan
experiences of place in Jahazpur, a small
market town in Bhilwara District in the
North Indian state of Rajasthan. With roots
deep in history and legend, Jahazpur is, by
reputation, both conservative and diverse.
Some framing issues include town and
country contrasts and continuities, and
the distinctive character of a provincial
municipality as well as its relationship to
cosmopolitan India and the wider world.

fieldwork focused on specific sites among
Jahazpur’s neighborhoods, markets,
and shrines, Gold plans to explore
and document residents’ meaningful
engagement with their town’s ordinary
and extraordinary places, seeking to reveal
complex intersections of locality and
identity in rapidly changing times.

Photographs (clockwise, from top left): The Temples of Dhaur, a
pilgrimage center in the countryside near Jahazpur; the heart of Jahazpur,
a bus stand and gate into the old market, with a political banner on
display; view of Muslim neighborhood with mosque taken from the
roof of Hindu Ashapurn ("Hope-Fulfilling" goddess) Temple.

Fall/Winter 2010
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»

An Eruption of Art and Science
There are few places in the world to watch a
flowing stream of lava. Hawaii and Iceland come to mind.
Add Syracuse to the list. Okay, there hasn’t been a volcanic eruption here lately, but in the environs of the Comstock Art Facility, the lava is flowing. In a collaborative
project, sculpture professor Robert Wysocki and Earth
sciences department chair Jeff Karson are exploring the
possibilities of the molten igneous rock as an art form and
a natural phenomenon—one pour from a crucible at a
time. “Watching it flow is remarkable,” Karson says. “It’s
just endlessly fascinating.”
Through more than a dozen pourings, their intrigue with
the magmatic material’s properties has only grown. After
all, Karson has spent decades researching the structural
geology and tectonics of ocean floors, which are covered
in basalt, the cooled product of lava. Basalt is the most
common bedrock of the Earth’s surface and is also abundant on the Moon and Mars. “Most lava flows are products of eruptions no one has ever seen,” says Karson, the
Jessie Page Heroy Professor of Geology. “They took place
in the past or in very remote places, so there are many
questions about the shapes of the flows and what they
tell us about the physics of the flows.”
Karson, who recently explored lava formations from
Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano that erupted last March,
has only seen an active lava flow once, years ago, in Hawaii. The Comstock pours provide a treasure trove of information for Karson’s research group and have allowed
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him to conduct a series of experiments, studying the flow
at different rates, temperatures, and angles; observing its
interaction with different surfaces, such as water and ice;
and even examining the minute details of how bubbles
form and grow as lava slides down a slope. A pour on an
inclined ice surface, for instance, vaporized the ice. “The
lava was basically on this cushion of air and just rocketed
right off the slope,” he says. “There’s nobody else out
there in the academic world melting and pouring lava,
making lava flows at essentially a natural state.”
For that, thank Wysocki. Long interested in sculpting
large-scale natural landforms, he traces his enthusiasm
for recreating landscapes to his marvel for the Sierra Nevada foothills in California where he grew up. “I consider
myself to be a landscape painter,” he says, “but I don’t
paint.” Instead, he often wrestles with Mother Earth’s
own materials, and was turned on to working with basalt
by a fellow artist. “Eventually I’d like to create a continuous lava flow in an art park or in the desert, some place
where it doesn’t belong,” says Wysocki, who has made
several pieces from the pours.
When Wysocki first pitched the idea of creating lava
flows, Karson envisioned what he might encounter in a
research lab—a scientist melting bead-sized pieces of
basalt—never imagining he’d see hundreds of pounds of
lava come glugging out of a crucible after it had been heated to upwards of 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Throughout
the pours, Wysocki has refined his techniques, polishing
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the mechanics of the pour and learning the most efficient way to stir the molten rock and distribute the
heat so the lava doesn’t glob up like a giant popcorn
ball. He also credits the team of sculpture students
Katie Behrens ’12, Daniel Biegler ’10, Phillip Evans
’12, and Noah Hausknecht ’13 for their assistance
with the pours.
This fall, Wysocki elevated the project to a new
level, unveiling a refurbished furnace and larger
crucible. The gas-fired tilting furnace can produce about 500 pounds of the liquid hot stuff, and
Wysocki learns more about its capabilities with every pour. “It’s like a hot rod, a muscle car,” he says.
As Wysocki and Karson both note, the project’s
interdisciplinary nature stretches from the arts and
sciences to education and community outreach—
and everyone from physicists to schoolchildren
may find watching lava flow to be quite the learning
experience, especially after catching that first look
at it. “It’s like the sun coming up,” Karson says. “The
radiant heat is unbelievable.”
—Jay Cox
To view a lava pour, log on to
sumagazine.syr.edu.
Facing Page: Professor Robert
Wysocki pours lava outside
the Comstock Art Facility in
November as sculpture students
Katie Behrens '12 (with shovel
in hand) and Phillip Evans '12
look on.
At left, the last of the lava
empties from the crucible.
Above, Wysocki holds a
glowing hot piece of lava.
Top photo courtesy of Robert Wysocki; additional photos by John Dowling
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the Shaw quadrangle
Chancellor Nancy Cantor and the SU Board of Trustees
dedicated the Quad in honor of Chancellor Emeritus Kenneth
A. “Buzz” Shaw, naming it the Kenneth A. Shaw Quadrangle in
November. The honor recognizes Shaw, who retired as the 10th
Chancellor in 2004, for the transformative role he played in
making SU the thriving, high-impact institution it is today. “Buzz
Shaw’s achievements laid the groundwork for all that we’re doing
today, from our strategic investments in signature academic
programs and the facilities that house them, to signature
engagements with our community,” Chancellor Cantor says. “To
recognize his expansive impact and its centrality to SU—now and
into the future—we thought it would be fitting to dedicate the
space at the very heart of the University, the central place that
connects academic life, student life, and athletics, to Buzz.”

»

NEWS MAKERS
Two of this year’s Nobel laureates
hold strong connections to the
Syracuse campus: Peruvian novelist
Mario Vargas Llosa, who won
the prize for literature; and Ei-ichi
Negishi, who was awarded the prize
in chemistry.
Vargas Llosa delivered a series of
lectures on campus in spring 1988.
Professor Myron Lichtblau, a Latin
American literature scholar who
then chaired the foreign language
department, was instrumental in
bringing Vargas Llosa to Syracuse. He
transcribed the novelist’s lectures,
organized them into essays, and
served as editor of Vargas Llosa’s A
Writer’s Reality, which was published
by Syracuse University Press in 1991.
Lichtblau, who passed away in 2002,
wrote the book’s introduction as well.

»

College of Law professor Robert
Odawi Porter ’86 was elected
president of the Seneca Nation in
November. Porter, who was raised
on the nation’s Allegany Territory in
western New York, is Dean’s Research
Scholar of Indigenous Nations
Law and director of the Center for
Indigenous Law, Governance, and
Citizenship at the law school.

Newhouse School professor Bruce
Strong received the Robin F. Garland
Educator Award from the National
Press Photographers Association. The
award is given for outstanding service
as a photojournalism educator.
In August, Syracuse University
welcomed visitors from around
the world as host of the seventh
International Conference on Indoor
Air Quality, Ventilation, and Energy
Conservation in Buildings (IAQVEC), a
premier conference series held every
three years. Previous conference
sites include Montreal; Lyon, France;
Changsha, China; Toronto; and
Sendai, Japan. L.C. Smith College of
Engineering and Computer Science
professor Jensen Zhang served as the
conference chairman.

Sports Notes
The SU men’s and women's cross
country teams won the NCAA
Northeast Regional Championship for
the second straight year. Both teams
advanced to the NCAA championship
meet in Terre Haute, Indiana, where
the men placed 14th, matching their
2009 finish, and the women collected
a program-best 10th place. Pat Dupont
’12 crossed the finish line in 33rd to
earn All-America honors. Catherine
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Negishi, Herbert Brown
Distinguished Professor of Chemistry
at Purdue University, began his
academic career in the College of Arts
and Sciences in 1972, rising to the
rank of full professor in 1979. During
those years, Negishi published the
seminal work for which he received
the Nobel, which he shared with two
colleagues.
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DeSarle ’11 finished 50th, leading the
Orange women. The men’s squad also
captured its second straight Big East
championship, outdistancing runnerup
Louisville by four points to win the
meet, hosted by SU at Jamesville
Beach Park. The women’s team
finished third. Head coach Chris Fox
and his staff were named the 2010 Big
East Coaching Staff of the Year.

The SU field hockey team won its
second consecutive Big East regular
season title and went on to capture
the conference tournament with a
1-0 victory against UConn in the
championship. Coach Ange Bradley’s
Orange women have won two of the
last three Big East tourney titles. The
team advanced to the second round of
the NCAA tournament and completed
its season with a 16-5 record.
Photo by Steve Sartori
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Women's Ice Hockey

» Building from Scratch to Success

Paul Flanagan chuckles when asked what possessed
him to leave the comfort zone of a women’s ice hockey program he
had guided to five NCAA Frozen Fours to start a program from
scratch at Syracuse University three seasons ago. “It had to be a
mid-life crisis,’’ jokes Flanagan, who established himself as one of
the nation’s premier coaches during his 20 seasons at St. Lawrence
University. “Normally, you have a year to set things up before you
hit the ice with a new program. I had 3 1/2 months. It’s like having
two weeks to get that final 50-page paper done when everybody
else has had the entire semester. I had to hire assistants, find players, and fill out a schedule. It was absolutely insane at times, but it
also was very gratifying building something from nothing.”
Cobbling together a team that included eight student-athlete
transfers and several players with limited hockey experience, the
Orange women posted a respectable 9-16-3 record in their first
season. “While scrambling to put that team together I remember
receiving a phone call from a senior who hadn’t played since high
school,” Flanagan says. “I told her, ‘As long as you can skate, you’ll
make the team.’ That’s where we were back then. But I give that
group an awful lot of credit for where we are today. They laid the
groundwork.”
Last season, aided by an influx of scholarship players, SU improved to 18-17-1 and made it to the quarterfinal round of the College Hockey America (CHA) tournament. That dramatic progress
resulted in Flanagan being named CHA’s Coach of the Year and
forward Isabel Menard ’13 earning league rookie-of-the-year honors. “It was really tough when we started because other coaches
were telling recruits, ‘Why would you want to play for a team that’s
going to be lucky to win a handful of games?’” recalls Flanagan,
who played hockey at St. Lawrence in the late 1970s. “But I tried to
sell the recruits on some of the same things that sold me on SyraOrange defender
Christina LaCombe
(18) passes the puck
against Boston College
at Tennity Ice Pavilion.
The Orange lost the
early season contest,
5-2.

Photo courtesy of SU Athletics

cuse. You could come to a mid-sized university that has a big-time
reputation in academics and athletics, and you’d be able to play
right away instead of being on the fourth line riding the bench at
an established program.”
Syracuse and Flanagan’s reputation were enough to convince
forward Stefanie Marty ’11 to transfer from the University of New
Hampshire. “It’s always a challenge building a new program, but
that really appealed to me, too,’’ says Marty, who has competed
in two Winter Olympics with the Swiss women’s hockey team.
“It was a struggle at first. We had a tiny locker room where you
tripped over each other’s equipment. And there were a lot of girls
on the team who tried their best, but didn’t really have Division I
hockey skills.”
Three seasons later, the hockey players have a spacious, stateof-the-art locker room, a roster filled with scholarship players, and
packed crowds for home games at Tennity Ice Pavilion. “They stuff
about 500 to 600 people in there for games and there’s a band
that plays,” says Marty, a team co-captain. “It’s really awesome.
I’d rather have that kind of atmosphere in a small arena than the
atmosphere we have at a lot of places we play at where there are
200 people in a 5,000-seat arena.”
Thanks to Marty’s leadership, the Orange women got off to a
solid 5-5-1 start this season. Flanagan believes the team is bolstered by another strong recruiting class that includes outstanding
freshman goaltender Kallie Billadeau. The coach who made a career move that may have seemed crazy hopes to have the Orange
women contending for a national title. For now, though, he and his
players are encouraged by the progress they’ve made in such a
short time. “I hope years from now I can look back with pride that
I was part of the teams that helped launch Syracuse to the top of
women’s college hockey,” Marty says.
—Scott Pitoniak

»
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Cox and Marc: Orange matters

Syracuse International Film Festival »

Israeli actors Liron Levo
and Bar Refaeli talk in a
scene at a sushi bar.

Made-in-Syracuse Thriller Debuts
Session, a thriller about a psychiatrist obsessed
with his patient, was shown in a special advanced screening at the
seventh annual Syracuse International Film Festival (SIFF) in October. Shot entirely in Syracuse, the film was produced by College
of Visual and Performing Arts faculty members John Craddock
and Owen Shapiro, and directed by visiting Israeli filmmaker Haim
Bouzaglo, with SU students occupying key technical positions.
The film co-stars Israeli supermodel Bar Refaeli as the patient and
Steven Bauer as the therapist in need of a cure. “Haim wanted to
shoot an English-language film in Syracuse,” says Shapiro, artistic
director of SIFF. “He had a script written in Hebrew by his wife, Lisa
Mamou, and Haim and I adapted it, reshaping it into an American
story, giving it a new ending.”
Critics will have their say after the film’s release in May, but Session is already a hit among SU students who jump-started their careers by working on it, and with Central New York merchants and
service providers who attended to the production’s many needs.
“It was amazing—we graduated on Sunday and started shooting
on Monday,” says Brent Barbano ’07, Session’s best boy electric,
responsible for meeting the power needs of lighting set-ups. “The
only way you can learn to work on a film set is by doing it, and we
had a safe learning environment. Our professors knew we were
green and took the time to show us things. Believe me, it doesn’t
always happen when you’re out there working.” Dan Campis ’08,
Session’s best boy grip, describes his experience in different terms.
“It was a lot of pressure, and that’s always a learning experience,”
he says. “I want to produce films, and the clearest path to that goal
involves a full understanding of what skilled technicians do, because without them you’re not going to have a film—no lights, no
nothing.” Campis has worked for several productions in the Syracuse area, including a film shot in Auburn last summer for which,
as line producer, he managed a $250,000 budget. He hopes to
continue making films in upstate New York and recently formed a
company, Dark Corner Productions LLC, for that purpose.
16
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Craddock, who has employed SU students in Lonely Joe (2007)
and Germ (2009) as well as Session, believes the indie feature
model used to make these films is a more effective professional
training ground than a typical “student film” set. “We were in production for a month—six days a week, 14-hour days—something
most students never experience,” he says. “Students get a better
idea of the industry’s break-neck pace and how physically demanding it is.” With three Syracuse-area productions to his credit,
Craddock is sold on the economic advantages of movie-making
for the regional economy. “Our expenditures on hotels, alone,
were about $30,000 for Session,” he says. “Catering is another
huge part of the budget, and we rent vehicles and props and entire
shooting locations.” According to the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce, films made in Central New York return about three dollars
to the regional economy for each dollar invested. “Our total budget
for Session was $625,000, and we spent $400,000 of it shooting
here,” Shapiro says. “Using the chamber’s formula, we can safely
say that Session generated more than $1 million in Syracuse.”
Barbano, who grew up in Syracuse, now lives in Los Angeles,
where he is a freelance cinematographer and a camera operator
for Authentic Entertainment, a company specializing in reality TV.
“I haven’t seen Session, and I wish I could have come home for the
premiere,” he says. “But I had to be in Louisville where we were
shooting a show for The Learning Channel.” Campis attended the
screening and thoroughly enjoyed himself. “It was great to see Session after three years,” he says. “We had a lot of fun doing it, and I
learned a lot about film and about myself. I think it’s very important
to shoot films locally. There’s nothing like it.” Craddock agrees, and
believes that lower costs, strong local talent, and a movie-friendly
atmosphere are among the benefits of producing films in the area.
“The Syracuse Police Department let us shoot several scenes for
Session right in the station house,” he says. “In another project, the
Village of Jordan shut down Main Street for us for four days. People have a real ‘can-do’ spirit here.”
—David Marc
Photo by Alan Smith for Session
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Leave your imprint on
tomorrow. aCt today.
“ I included Syracuse University
in my estate plan because I
wanted to ensure that future
generations of students have
the same opportunity to succeed
as I did. I hope, by my example,
to teach my sons the value of
supporting education throughout
their lifetimes—and beyond.”
—David Edelstein ’78

There’s no question. Taking care of your loved ones is the first priority of any wellthought-out estate plan. But once you’ve provided for family and friends, how do you
ensure that your ideals and your passions live on? Leaving a bequest to Syracuse
University is a simple, flexible, and powerful opportunity to do just that.

extend a Helping Hand to Su’s Future Generations
When you name SU a beneficiary of your estate, you can specify how you want
your gift to be used. Do you have a passion for the arts? Do you love exploring
history? Would you like to support a specific program or department, endow an
undergraduate scholarship, or continue making an annual gift? With a bequest, it’s
easy to choose the gift option that best meets your individual circumstances and
desires. You can, for example:
>> Specify that SU will receive a percentage of the estate that remains
after other beneficiaries are provided for.
>> Designate SU the beneficiary of specific assets, such as securities,
retirement funds, or real estate.
>> Leave a specific dollar amount to SU.
But regardless of the method you choose, you can rest assured that your generosity
will be felt on campus for years to come.

How to make a plan
Bequests don’t have to be big to have an impact. In fact, SU’s continued success is the
direct result of thousands of bequests—large and small—made by alumni and friends.
To learn how you can do the same, call 888.352.9535, or e-mail giftplan@syr.edu.
For help on writing a bequest, visit giving.syr.edu/samplebequest.

Be a Leader
When you make a bequest, you’ll be recognized as
a Syracuse University Pathfinder—joining a group of
insightful leaders who have included SU in their
long-term financial plans.

syracuse.planyourlegacy.org
https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol27/iss3/4
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